Through the insights shared and conversations sparked by that report, we have seen greater collaboration across the
nonprofit and corporate sectors in recent months. As a result, deliberately focused funding has reached the communities
that desperately needed it during these challenging times.
While we have made great progress, there is still much to do and learn. This next iteration of Imagine Canada’s research will encourage
learning by sharing – a practice that will serve our collective, global community well going forward.
Within this report, there are many interesting case studies – including RBC’s own partnership with DataStream through
RBC Tech for Nature. Each presents a tangible example of how the nonprofit and corporate sectors are partnering to find
new, creative ways of serving the needs of our communities. What I have learned from this work is that there is no one-size-fits-all approach.
These unprecedented times have called for unprecedented ideas and solutions. It is time to reevaluate our funding approaches, ideate and
co-create across sectors, and embed ‘more-than-money’ mindsets to generate community
and societal impact.
I hope you will take the time to reflect, share, and leverage the insights within this report in tandem with your own learnings.
We have an opportunity to drive the social changes needed to create the more sustainable, prosperous, and inclusive future
we all want to see. Working together, we can build back better.

The case studies are based on almost 40 interviews with people involved in
the partnerships and on documentary evidence relating to the partnerships.
Some case studies reported here are entirely new initiatives; some reached
unprecedented growth during the pandemic; some are examples of what our
interviewees believe we need more of going forward.

https://www.edelman.ca/trust-barometer/trust-barometer-2020
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“To bring digital connectivity to remote schools across the North, we needed to attract other
partners to the table, and we were never going to do that if it was branded as a Cisco program.”

Connected North is a leading-edge program that delivers virtual and interactive education and
healthcare services to remote, underserved communities through high-definition,
two-way video collaboration technology.
Founded by Cisco in 2013 and now led by registered charity TakingITGlobal, Connected North
connects students living in the remote North to virtual experiences and opportunities not available
to them locally.
The organization has partners ranging from network providers, governments, service providers,
community partners, schools, content providers, research partners, and private and public sector
funders.
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During the pandemic school year of 2020-2021, Connected North more than doubled its students,
number of sessions delivered and number of schools. Black is emphatic that the partnership
structure they setup over the last 8 years was what allowed the organization to grow even as it was
substantially adapting their programming due to COVID-19.
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“Avoid corporate branding on the program – but own the solution to the problem.
If it is too heavily branded you will not attract partnership in a meaningful way…
There is still good brand recognition to be had in the form of good citizenship.
That’s powerful. Cisco has benefited significantly from the founding and ongoing
impact of the Connected North program.”
“Be rigorous in scoping the issue, understanding who the key stakeholders are to identify
potential partners at an early stage. Build the pilot solution and start small – in our case –
one school. Engage governments and key potential funders early on – if the pilot is
successful, you will be better positioned for potential funding partnership for scale. Invite
input into pilot design. This approach was highly successful for us and resulted in full
funding partnership with the Government of Nunavut.”

“You need to understand what your resources are as a large organization. What can
you leverage… what are your products and services? What's the expertise? Where
can you leverage the talent of your employees? What about your customers?”

“Most of our Connected North partners are Cisco customers and re-seller partners. We
sell through a network of partners globally and as the program grew – we identified
the gaps and figured out who could fill those gaps, and much of the time that was from
us reaching out to our customers. Then it’s critical to demonstrate alignment and the
value proposition for them.”
All quotes are from a conversation with Willa Black, Vice President, Corporate Affairs, Cisco Canada.

The partnership brings new “affordable units into the marketplace in less than a year. Normally …

it takes four years.”

Developer Daniels Corporation, Sun Life Financial, WoodGreen Community Services, and the City
of Toronto partnered to add 34 new affordable housing units to a
346-unit building through a unique tri-sector partnership.
WoodGreen Community Services will offer the units to graduates of the Homeward Bound
program along with service to support the mother-led households.
The City of Toronto is providing tax relief and a grant while Daniels and Sun Life are forgoing $19
million in total revenue over the course of the project.

Like many of the most critical issues in society, the cost and complexity of building
new affordable housing units is beyond most organizations; new types of cross-sector
partnerships are needed to muster more resources.

This case study was developed based on a conversation with Michelle German, VP Policy and Strategy at WoodGreen Community
Services as well as press releases and news articles around the partnership that included additional quotes.

“There is a lot of complexity in this deal and a lot of details to iron out. But because we had
such a strong shared vision, we were able to keep driving towards it. Partnership really
comes down to trust and the ability to develop shared objectives and shared goals.”

This partnership harnesses “the social housing expertise of the non-profit sector, the
development and construction engine of the private sector, and the financial tools that
government brings to the table.”

“Developing 34-units is only a small step in addressing the affordable
housing crisis. But it’s a great proof of concept that we can apply
going forward.”

“We’ve set a Big Hairy Audacious Goal of increasing from 900 affordable housing units to
3,000 over the next 10 years. And that has created a sense of urgency for us to start having a
lot conversations with a lot of different people. These days, I am talking to up to three
developers a week… And we’ve been very intentional about getting out there and doing
research, and meeting people and showcasing success; all of it is integrated and helps us
build credibility as a partner.”

“Our local food bank shared with us that pet food had become a popular request for folks. As the
pandemic hit… we evolved from distributing donated pet accessories and transitioned into an
emergency pet food bank.”

The Saskatchewan SPCA Emergency Food Bank is a partnership between the SaskSPCA and eight food
banks around the province to distribute pet food through food banks.
In the wake of the pandemic, just as needs were growing at traditional food banks, so too were people
struggling to afford pet food.
The Emergency Pet Food Bank was launched without any in-kind contributions or long-term funding.
After the SaskSPCA’s announcement of the initiative received widespread media coverage, Horizon Pet
Nutrition stepped in and donated 20,000 pounds of pet food and reached out to their logistics
partner, Jay’s Transportation Group, to arrange free shipment to each of the food banks.

Josh Hourie believes the efforts they went to secure partnerships with food banks around the
province attracted more interest and media attention in the program, leading to securing the
corporate partnership.

“We already had a local food bank partner, and they shared that pet food had become a
popular request from folks… We surveyed pet food banks around
the province and determined which food banks had need of pet food, and
which didn’t. Nearly all of the food banks that responded to our surveys ended up
becoming partners”

“Not only did Horizon Pet Nutrition make the donation of the pet food, they committed to
paying for the transportation to ship the food to the communities as well. They ended up
talking with one of their transport partners, which was Jay’s Transportation Group. And
they decided that they would transport the food for us to our partners free of charge.”

“Now that folks in the community are aware there is pet food available through food
banks, they [the food banks] are getting more donations from the community as well.
It’s not to say they never got donations before, but they were so sporadic that they
couldn’t offer the program on an ongoing basis.”

All Quotes are from a conversation with Josh Hourie, Community Relations Coordinator, Saskatchewan SPCA.

"Based on research, we anticipated that younger people would love funds. But we did not anticipate
the level of interest from businesses and brands that turned to our Cause Funds to support timely
crises. That surprised us."

Early in the pandemic, CanadaHelps announced the launch of cause funds.
These aggregate funds include small and medium sized charities all working on a
particular cause area or community. In a single transaction, Cause Funds enable people to easily
donate to many charities supporting the same cause.
Among the most prominent funds were the COVID-19 Hospital & Healthcare and Community Care
Funds, which raised more than $4.5 million in their first six weeks, including $2 million in matching
donations from Gore Mutual.

The Black Solidarity Fund, which was particularly popular with younger donors and which supports
the charities focused on the advancement of Black Canadians, received a $1 million matching
commitment from P&G.

CanadaHelps created a new mechanism for Canadians to donate, which attracted substantial interest
from young donors and also attracted numerous corporate funders offering matching contributions
and large donations.

The Black Solidarity Fund Statistics are accurate as of
May 26th, 2021.

“Researching specific charities, evaluating them, it’s a lot of work. Not everybody is up for
it… But many of them do want to support causes.” CanadaHelps has seen very high levels of
support among younger donors for these funds, particularly the funds for social justice.

“In addition to having internal employee donation programs, companies increasingly want
to be out there and perceived as taking a stand for their customers, their prospective
customers, and the world out there.” For companies, donating matching funds to
CanadaHelps “is an opportunity to have their efforts promoted to the almost 700,000
Canadians who have used CanadaHelps in just the last year.”

“Matching is very powerful for driving donations, I think that is an absolute truism.
People get super motivated by matching.”

All quotes are from a conversation with Marina Glogovac, CEO, CanadaHelps.

“I’ve been in this field for a long time. And the optimistic side of me would say that the conversations around partnerships
are deeper now than in all my years working on these issues.”

For decades charities and nonprofits have done their best with often limited digital resources. At the outset of the pandemic, charities were forced to quickly
move their programming online, and many struggled with a lack of digital infrastructure.
The Technovate collaborative was formed to help address the immediate and long-term digital needs of charities and nonprofits. This digital infrastructure can
no longer be considered a luxury for nonprofits, but instead is essential for them fulfilling their mission.
The collaborative includes the Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF), RBC Community Investment, IBM Corporate Social Responsibility, Community Foundations
Canada, Canadian Tire Jumpstart Charities, and the Canadian Internet Registration Authority.
The exact nature of the partnership is still evolving, but it will be working on the following areas:
1.

Connectivity

2.

Access to tools and resources

3.
4.

Building institutions and infrastructure to support the sector
Comprehensive digital transformations and bridging the tech skills gap

The goals of the Technovate partnership are evolving and the partners are collectively working together on solutions. All parties realized
that progress is needed, and the driver of the partnership is this joint commitment to make progress on nonprofit technology use.

These insights were derived from a conversation with Doug Gore, Lead, Partnership Development for Trillium. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

“When you’re starting off, you don’t know what the solution is going to be… So, as
we are starting all these partnerships, sometimes we fumble around a little bit, and
we can figure out a solution together with our partners. And partnership doesn’t
have to start from scratch. The easiest starting point is to leverage what already
exists.”

“There is a recognition that the approaches used in the past haven’t worked, and there is
a growing appetite among organizations to work together to achieve transformative
results.”

“Partners don’t always have to work on the same exact things, as they all have
different expertise and different priorities. Partners should identify how they can best
use their resources to achieve a common goal.”

“When you’re doing innovation, you have to be prepared to fail. In philanthropy, we don’t
like to fail, but if we just do the same thing over and over again, we’re not going to get any
new solutions.”

These insights were derived from a conversation with Doug Gore, Lead, Partnership Development for Trillium. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the Ontario Trillium Foundation.

“Tamarack is a field catalyst… meaning that we're driving change by bringing networks of local into a common
agenda, and then having a national impact… More companies need to invest in these field catalysts if they want to
increase their social impact.”

The Tamarack Institute consists of two parts, a Learning Centre where they support changemakers with education,
and their Vibrant Communities initiatives, which support cities and local leaders to develop and implement largescale change.
Their first initiative, the Cities Reducing Poverty network, is one of their vibrant community programs. “When we
started Cities Reducing Poverty, there wasn’t a single city in Canada that had a poverty reduction strategy. Now,
we’re supporting more than 330 municipalities,” says Born.
And the pandemic has truly catalyzed interest in their work and approach, as organizations around the country are
struggling to create system changes. Born explains that “before the pandemic, we averaged maybe 100 people on
our webinars. Now, we’re disappointed if we get under 500 signing up.”

“One of the things that has enabled our success is that all of our funders from when we started 20 years ago are
still with us. They all made a long-term commitment.” Suncor Energy Foundation (SEF) is one of the original
supporters of the organization, and funding Tamarack Institute is part of SEF's focus on creating transformational
change in Canada.
Quotes are from a conversation with Paul Born, Co-CEO and Co-Founder, Tamarack Institute.

Companies can be challenging partners because “companies can be fickle.” Born encourages
companies that want to have bigger impact to make long-term commitments to their
partners.

To achieve impact, Born shares that “companies need to be willing to partner with other
companies, other funders, and foundations and share the glory.”

Lori Hewson, Director of Community Investment and Social Innovation at Suncor
Energy Foundation explains: “Because so much of the work we do is in the
transformational space, relationships are really important. We’ve learned particularly
from our Indigenous partners the importance of close relations to have the greatest
impact.”

“It can be hard to understand impact… In the past, our evaluation reports have summarized
observations about how our funding has helped a partner advance their work. In these
long-term partnerships… we are increasingly taking a developmental evaluation approach to
understand the impact we’re having.”

Quotes are from a conversation with Paul Born, Co-CEO and Co-Founder, Tamarack Institute. The quote from Lori Hewson is from an article in The Philanthropist.

“We have three pillars of activity that we fund: and advocacy is a whole pillar. We have research,
advocacy, and community programming. Each one of these is a circle that interacts with the
others.”

AstraZeneca’s Young Health Programme, working with young people aged 10 to 24 and active in
more than 30 countries including Canada, is a global disease prevention initiative to reduce
premature mortality from non-communicable diseases – responsible for 41 million deaths
worldwide each year and disproportionately impacting people in low-income settings.

“For every big signature initiative, a company should be supporting the advocacy efforts
of agencies working in that space, to drive sustainable change, to change laws and to change the
system. And it will work.”

All quotes are from an interview with Helen Seibel, Global Leader, Community Investment & Philanthropy, AstraZeneca.

“In a projects we supported in Mozambique, we invested $10,000 in a pilot
project… It eventually resulted in the Ministry of Education adopting the
programming and replicating it across every single school in the country. We
helped influence the healthy-schools agenda across all of Mozambique for $10,000.
Investing in programming alone can’t achieve that impact.”
“In our partnership with UNICEF, the goal is for them to train 1,000 young
advocates. UNICEF is developing the training materials and then supporting these
young people to go out and be advocates for change.”

AstraZeneca’s agreements with partners will sometimes include specific
goals for the number of policies that will be changed by the partnership.
This helps shape the scope of the work.

AstraZeneca secures funding and makes agreements with partners in 5-year tranches.
“You cannot look for innovation and do something in a year. Our five-year
partnership agreements are also signed by our CFO, and that shows our partners that
we are committed to them.”

All quotes are from an interview with Helen Seibel, Global Leader, Community Investment & Philanthropy, AstraZeneca.

Addressing food security “is too big to be done by one organization. Collaboration is the only way
forward so that no Canadian is left behind.”

Food Rescue is a platform that Second Harvest launched in 2018, that now connects more than
2,500 businesses with surplus food to more than 2,300 nonprofits in need
of food.
The platform easily enables businesses to indicate what food they have available to donate and
the pickup details or to select a nonprofit they want to donate to, while nonprofits can select food
they need.
They also used the platform to distribute $11.2 million in federal government funding to more
than 500 frontline organizations and distribute $6.3 million in Loblaws grocery cards to partners.

Second Harvest used technology to scale partnerships around food security at a
pace and level never seen before in Canada, using their platform – funded by major
food retailers – to allow companies with excess food to connect directly to
nonprofits that need it.

This case study was derived from a conversation with Kiera Toffelmire, Vice President Programs and Partnerships at Second Harvest.
Additional quotes were provided by several members of the Second Harvest Team.

From Second Harvest's 2020 annual report. Food donors
grew from 1,642 to 2,555 between mid-March and
August 31, 2020 and receiving nonprofits from 1,266 to
2,337 in that same period.

Funders like Loblaws pre-pandemic funded the expansion of Food Rescue beyond Ontario and
during the pandemic made a $1 million contribution to on-board its banner stores to the
platform. Food delivery partner Uber Freight helped us transport over 3.5 million pounds of
food across the country. In-kind marketing support from Post Media, The Globe and Mail and PR
agency Navigator helped with public relations, advertising, and securing new partners.

Second Harvest already had a multi-year plan to expand the Food Rescue App. “COVID-19
forced us to do in three weeks what we’d planned to do in three years,” says Nikkel. A research
project completed just prior to the pandemic had already identified 60,000 nonprofits in
Canada that relied on food in programming, giving them a great starting point for adding
partners.
“To ensure the best customer experience possible, you need to evolve your technology to keep
up with the needs of industry and the charitable sector. We’re fortunate to have donors and
partners who believe in us and provide us the flexibility we require to pivot when necessary.”

“For Second Harvest to scale as effectively and expediently as we did required
collaboration with industry, charity, nonprofit and government. There is no
organization that can succeed without building a strong network.”

“Climate change is one of the most pressing issues of our time. RBC believes that the whole economy, and RBC
included, has to step up and help the world transition to a more sustainable future.”

RBC Tech for Nature is a global, multi-year commitment from the RBC Foundation to support new ideas,
technologies, and partnerships to address our most complex environmental challenges. Bringing together charitable
partners, technology experts, the public and private sector – as well as RBC’s own unique capabilities – RBC Tech for
Nature is building the multi-partner coalitions needed to build a more sustainable, inclusive future.
DataStream is an online blockchain-enabled open access platform for sharing data about freshwater health. The
organization is one of the flagship funding initiatives for RBC Tech for Nature. DataStream provides a digital
backbone for diverse monitoring groups to upload, access, visualize, and download full water quality datasets. RBC
worked with DataStream to bring blockchain technology to this growing platform. The distributed and transparent
nature of blockchain helps to set DataStream apart while building and maintaining trust in the platform.

RBC provided financial resources to support DataStream and help network and grow this initiative by fostering
connections with many of RBC’s 150 Tech for Nature environmental partners. RBC also contributed technological
expertise to work through how to incorporate blockchain into the DataStream infrastructure. This came at a pivotal
time for this initiative which has since grown into new regions across Canada.

“We're living in a biodiversity and climate crisis. WWF Canada's watershed reports show us
that we don't even have a real understanding of the health of water and quality of water
across the country,” explains Megan Leslie of World Wildlife Fund Canada. Hong adds “we
want to solve those issues and democratize environmental data and make sure it's actually
accessible to the stakeholders that want to use it.”
“Tech For Nature was born out of the idea that our environmental portfolio should align with
one of RBC’s business strategies. Technology is an increasing priority for RBC. When these are
aligned, we can have more impact,” explains Hong.
“When RBC came along, DataStream had already started; the foundation was there but we
needed to invest in the tech itself. And having both RBC's support and input about what kinds
of technologies we could use to improve the platform was critical,” says Carolyn Dubois of
DataStream.
“We’ve supported over 150 environmental organizations, giving us one of the broadest
perspectives in the country. So we try to connect organizations that may not be familiar
with each other,” explains Hong. Megan Leslie agrees, noting “we're able to exchange ideas
with [RBC], they're able to connect us with other people working on the ground… so we can
borrow ideas.”
“Our employee Earth Day Challenge had more than 10,000 employees participate, surpassing
an extremely ambitious goal we had set for ourselves. Tech for Nature related activities were
extremely popular and gave employees new opportunities to get involved.”

Quotes in this case study were derived from a conversation with Brian Hong Senior Manager, Social Impact, RBC Tech for Nature, and recordings of interviews with nonprofit partners provided by RBC.
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